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OPINION

By Prof. Neli Stoycheva Dimitrova, phD

Aof

ed 
ofEnglish language teaching). The procedure was announced in the State Gazette. Issue

70t07.08.2020

Related to the scientific production, as well as the practical, applied and academic activitypresented for the competition by the candidates

Candidate Ns 1. Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, phD - the only candidate for
the announced academic position

r. Areas of research interests and production of the candidate
The candidate Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, phD has submitted an elaboratescientific production consisting of 24 publications, covering the minimal national
requirements and the requirements under Art. la, para2 for admiss[n and participation in theprocedures according to the Law for the development of the academic staffin the Republic of
Bulgaria for the academic position of ,,Associate professor,'as follows:

o | (one) monograph, presented as a habilitation work;
o | (one) paper more than 20 pages, published in non-referenced journals with

scientific review or published in edited coliective volumes;

o 22 (fwenty-two) articles, published in non-referenced journals with scientific review
or published in edited collective volumes.

In the great number of articleri we find lots of interesting stands and views of Assist. prof.
Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, PhD. Although the req-uired minimum is 200 points, the
!${idate has deposited 235 points, which proves her scientific development inihe period
2010-2020, i'e. after she had gained the PhD degree. A great number of her publications focus
on ideas and assumptions that have been further developed and find their afpfication in the

e candidate, namely the monograph presented
e clear style and utterance, the sequence of
ructures in English based on the use of an

the help of taxonomic constructions. On the
other hand, the present progressive construction in English is analyzed based
cognitive approaches by leading authors in the field, which determines the
the submitted articles. This is proved b^v the exceeded points according to indicator D (95
points) from the minimal national requirements as well as the requirerients under Art. la,
para 2 for admission and participation in the procedures u..oriing to the Law for the
development of the academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria for thJ academic position of
"Associate professor".
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As a lecturer Miroslava Tsvetkova teaches a variety of theoretical and practical courses on the
ammes at the Faculties of Education and

of Foreign Language
udies (BA, Faculty of

of Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva
experience to academic and scienti
s in two foreign countries Hungary an

II' Evaluation of candidate's scientific and practical results and contribution ofthe presented studies for participation in the competition

and 23 articles), the considerable number of
lgarian. 9 of the articles are presented at
a and abroad. This leads to the conclusion

in her achievements at a higher rever ffiil'"Xi"|"J:[1#:1t"'ffi:T1ifi
scientific review and in edited collectiv Impact factor.
The presented scientific production reveals the comprehensive literature awareness,
competences and scholarship in the field of research, wtricrr proves Miroslava Tsvetkova,s
appropriate orientation__to contemporary and innovative approaches to English language
teaching and learning. Her ret;earch focuses mainly on the scientific fields Methodology ofEnglish language teaching and Cognitive linguistics since acquisition is a function of human,s
cognitive processes.

The scientific achievements and contributions of the candidate can be ordered in the following
categories:

1. Scientific contributions

Focusing on tlre_ Speci/ics of second language themethodological principles connected with functionil are
analysed, presented in 6 articbs in the candidate's Li icleNo 13, L7, 18, 19,20 and2I).

concerning the role of the .grammatical

homonymy of the apostrophe, on the one
an analysis of the characteristic features of

presented in 7 pubrications in the candidate,s ttl'#i',lofixlij":i#t'ft,XXJ}:;!T|*1i;
2,4,7,8, 10 and 11).

2. Practical and applied contributions

' he field of Cognitive linguistics reveal the relationshipbetwe well as the noi-linguistilc nature of tnguistic units andpheno contribution to forJign language urqu[itior, aiming to
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encourage the cognitive skills and knowledge in the acquisition of gram maticalconstructions,namely the present progressive constructioi in^English farticles urid., article No 3, 6, g, 12,14,15 and 16 in the candidate's List of publicationj, 
\'

r The second field of research is Methodotog,, of second language acquisition The
'studies are directed to the specifics of-second r*[uug! acquisition-in iarious age groups,
speech acts as well as the use of new technologies iriseino language acquisition.
o The introduction^ of- contemporary technologies in the process of SLA and thepossibilities they offer for the develropment of ,r"*-.o*petencies are on the focus of twopublications in the candidate's List of publications (articles under article No 5 and 22).
Undoubtedly, the submitted scientific publications are the author,s own work, and in the co-authorship ones, the contribution of Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, phD isclearly distinguished.

3. Results from research applied in teaching

Assist' Prof' Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, PhD has developed a linguo-didactic illustratedmodel for th n of the English, which wassuccessfully ertation ifion of the presentProgressivt 
,^^) ^- - ,, in2010 is linguistically andcognitively determined as well as methodologically structured since it reveals the cognitive' characteristics of a linguistic object 'in ordJr to foster the acquisition of that particulargrammatical construction' The continuation of that is the candidate's scientific production inthe current competition.

Assist prof' Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, PhD speci alized. in ,.cultural relations andeducational opportunities" at the University of Durharnin 1998. In zoro sfre participated in asymposium on foreign language learning at Aydin University in Istanbul, Turkey on the topic:"New Trends and Innovationsi in ELT: Foreign Language Acquisition: A Nightmare or APleasant Dream?", and in 2012 she speciahz-d in ti'e ,ise of new technologies in foreign
language teaching: "oLD woRLD? NEw woRLD?ouR woRlD,,with Jeremy Harmer as
an invitedlecturer (MA Applied Linguistics, University of Reading, UK).

UI. Critical notes and recommendations

I do not have critical notes to the candidate since the presented scientific production forparti competition does not contain weaknesses that can beiilili r contributions.I wo e a recommendation to Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, phD
and it is to develop her potential and publish her articles in refereed joumals, and especially inthose that are known to the international scholarship such as SCOpUS and Web of sciences,in order to make her research accessible by the wider public.

IV. Personal impressio,ns

Assist' Prof' Miroslava Tsvetkova, PhD is a scientist who has proved her professional
qualities in Bulgaria and abroad. Her development is a gradation of her upgrading
competences in the field of second language teaching and learning. She is a colleague you canrely on both in the professional and thsethical and human dimensions.
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V. Conclusion

With regard to the minimum requirements for holding the academic position of ,,Associate
Professor", the candidate has mei the quantitative indlcators of the criteria. The documentsand.the materials pres-ented by Assist. Prof. Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetkova, phD have metall the requirements of the Law for the development oi ihe academic staff in the Republic ofBulgaria, the RegulatioT-fot irnplementation olthe Law for the development of the academicstaff in the Republic of Bulgaria, and the respective n&urations of konstantin preslavsky
university of Shumen. She has presented ten ciiations, fi,re of them in collective volumes andtwo in scientific journals, refereed and indexed in some of the best academic databases.
The candidate in the competition has submitted a sufficient number of scientific workspublished after the materials used for the defense of her phD degree. There are novelscientific and applied contributions in the. s.cientific proJu.tion of the Jandidate that have gotnot only national but international recognition, too, as a remarkable part of them is publishedin journals and scientific collective volumes of naiional and international publishing houses.The theoretical studies have practical application as most of them are directly oriented toteaching' Assist. Prof' Miroslava Nikolaeva Tsvetr.*u, phn has a *ry ;;; scientific andteaching qualification. she meets the national requirements for the occupati* ortrr. academicposition "Associate professor" in the field of higher education 1. pedagogical sciences,Professional field 1'3. Pedagogy of education d..- (Methodology of English languageteaching)' I do not suspect ptagiarism in the candidate's publicaiions and the presentedmaterials for the competition.

on the basis of the submitted research_papers and my analysis on their significance, thescientific, practical and applied contributions contained therein, r find it reasonable togive my positive evaluation and propose the candidate Assist. prof. Miroslava NikolaevaTsvetkova, PhD for the acadernic porition of "Associate professor,, in the Department ofEnglish Philology in the professional field 1.3 Pedagogy or teaching... (Methodology ofEnglish language teaching).
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